
Communication
We will listen and respond promptly.
I will respond to non-emergency calls and emails within
24 hours, and I will provide proactive status updates.

Adaptive
We will change to get better.
I will be flexible to accommodate my customers’ needs 
and commit to continuous improvement.

Reliable
We will be dependable and act with integrity.
I will do what I say I’m going to do, and if I have to say “no,”
I will explain why and try to find the “next best” solution.

Expert
We will know all services available.
I will learn as much as I can to find solutions.

Solution-Driven
We will provide innovative solutions.
I will provide more than one option and ensure a seamless
customer experience.

During challenging times, 
OA employees step up to 
the plate and come through 

for our customers and fellow 
teammates. 

This month has been no different. 
Our agency partners and colleagues 
continued to send notes of 
gratitude and praise acknowledging 
employees  for  providing exceptional 
customer service.  

I really appreciate your dedication and commitment to OA and 
our customers, as we’ve had to make adjustments to the way we 
conduct our business in this current environment. Thank you for 
demonstrating the OA CARES values in the job you do every day!

- Sarah
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This is a special publication of the OA CARES Committee. Featured 
within are good-news stories highlighting our teammates’ great work 
exemplifying the OA CARES Core Values: Communication, Adaptive, 
Reliable, Expert and Solution-Driven.

 Visit the OA CARES Website at: https://oacares.mo.gov/

https://oacares.mo.gov/
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Thanks to the following ITSD Help Desk 
team members for working so hard to 
provide remote access for  Department 

of Social Services’ Family Support Division 
staff:

Unified Communications (UC): 
Angie Craig, Kristie Bailey, Ron Childs, 
Sean Northweather, Chris Wilson, and Darcy Woerner; ITSD-DSS 
Operations team: Celeste Keilholz, Karen Haslag, Deb Karaff, 
Janet Perrey, Joyce Schulte, Lori Sullens, and Angela Stone; Virtual 
Desktop Infrastructure (VDI): Jennifer Zimmerman, Cory Anderson, 
Jennifer Grellner, Bryan Johnson, Bryan Walker, Brad Stokes, and 
Katie Morris.

I wanted to be sure to take this opportunity to say the ITSD Help 
Desk has been very helpful. They are always friendly, supportive and 
kind, despite a very likely heavy workload. I truly cannot say enough.

- Kim Evans, Director, Family Support Division, DSS

OA- ITSD HELP DESK TEAM MEMBERS

OA FACILITIES MANAGEMENT, DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION (FMDC)

We truly want to thank OA Facilities 
Management, Design & Construction 
(FMDC) for your very quick assistance in 

helping the Missouri Ethics Commission acquire 
hand sanitizer.  Additionally, to receive a stand 
and pump was extremely helpful. Super customer 
service provided to us!

- Stacey Heislen, Missouri Ethics Commission
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Thanks to FMDC Disaster Medical Assistance Team (DMAT) for their 
involvement in establishing an Alternative Care Facility to assist with 
the COVID pandemic. Staff acted quickly and was responsible for 

securing equipment and supplies at a Quality Inn Hotel location working 
collaboratively with the Missouri National Guard. 

You helped acquire needed equipment, supplies, and services in order 
for the facility to become operational. A big thank you for all that you are 
doing.  You are certainly saving lives and making a difference! Thank you 
for your incredible service!

- Sarah Steelman, OA Commissioner

KIM REYNOLDS, Policy Analyst 
- OA Division of Personnel

Kim, you are amazing! I have so many people to thank for assisting 
with this unbelievable journey and you are at the top of my list! 

Thank you for providing much-needed support to me and all the 
agencies involved by helping us organize a plethora of files and data 
in Basecamp - a project management/team communication tool. The 
master spreadsheet you posted in Basecamp will help everyone involved 
stay up to date on the project. Your expertise was most welcomed and 
appreciated. OA is lucky to have you!

- Amanda McComb, Manager, Department of Labor, Jefferson City    
  Regional Claims Center (JCRCC)
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DISASTER MEDICAL ASSISTANCE TEAM (DMAT)
- OA Facilities Management, Design & Construction (FMDC)
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We would like to extend a HUGE thank you to all the 
ITSD staffers leading the charge in creating the 
State of Missouri’s first ever internally built chatbots! 

You have answered the call in time of need with innovation 
and a brand new technology. The bot was initially set up for 
the Department of Health and Senior Services (DHSS) to 
assist in answering a high volume of COVID-19 questions. It 
went live on March 17 and to date has already been asked 
22,016 questions, an average of 1,100 questions per day! 
Implementing the bot helps relieve stress on the live agency 
representatives while giving the citizens quick answers. 

The Tiger Team set up the bot in 30 minutes and built the 
initial knowledge base in about a week from the DHSS COVID 
Call Center scripts. When there was a request, many, many 
OA staff stepped up to help train the bot prior to releasing to 
our citizens. The web team did a great job creating the face 
of the bot and posted a link to all state sites. 

Since going live, the Tiger Team has partnered with DHSS 
daily to improve the bot and the workflow. They are inspecting 
and adapting daily! Within two weeks of going LIVE, ITSD has 
created three additional bots for three additional agencies! In 
addition, the code and knowledge base has been shared with 
several states to help them through this crisis. Microsoft has 
mentioned how impressed they are with the work ITSD has 
done.

Nothing but pride for ITSD! The innovation during these 
extreme circumstances is providing a high level of service to 
the citizens of our great State of Missouri when it’s needed 
most. Thank you all for the long hours and passion that has 
went into this project!

-  Department of Health and Senior Services (DHSS)                                                      

“BOT THE BUILDERS”, TIGER TEAM, WEB TEAM
- ITSD
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As we all have had to modify our business practices as an agency 
and a state due to COVID-19, the Office of Administration (OA) 
saw the importance of continually communicating to employees 

through the development of the COVID-19 Team Member State 
Resources Website. This is an excellent tool that keeps employees and 
Missourians up to date with the latest communications and resources 
relative to COVID-19. We encourage all employees to visit this website 
frequently at:
https://oa.mo.gov/personnel/state-team-member-resources. Our OA 
colleagues, we thank you for your continued commitment to the citizens 
of Missouri!
- Department of Elementary and Secondary Education (DESE)

BRYAN BRAUNSCHWEIG 
- ITSD Client Engagement Services (CES)

Bryan Braunschweig, a team member with the 
ITSD Client Engagement Services (CES) Unit, 
was awesome!  I  called the ITSD Help Desk for 

assistance with setting up my computer to telework from 
home. Bryan answered my call and patiently worked with 
me for an hour and a half to try to resolve the connectivity 
problem I was encountering. He was knowledgeable and 
very helpful. I commend Bryan for his great customer service!

- Linda Vandergriff, St. Charles Social Service Manager, DSS, Family 
  Support Division
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COVID-19 TEAM MEMBER STATE RESOURCES WEBSITE
- Office of Administration (OA)

https://oa.mo.gov/personnel/state-team-member-resources
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We want to give ITSD-DOLIR and 
the State Data Center (SDC) 
teams a round of applause for their 

dedication these last few weeks to update 
the Department of Labor systems. The work 
they accomplished helps so many Missouri 
families in need! 

Many times, the work from IT goes unnoticed. However, 
keeping systems that are getting over 100,000 hits a day 
up and running, is nothing short of amazing! On top of that, 
the ever-changing requirements from the U.S. Federal 
Government keep the team and vendor extremely busy. 

Below is a summary of the team’s recent accomplishments:

◦ The Federal Pandemic Unemployment Compensation 
(FPUC) payments ($600 weekly stimulus) went into 
Production April 10.

◦ The Pandemic Unemployment Assistance (PUA) program 
(unemployment insurance for the self-employed and gig 
workers) was recently deployed to Production.

◦ The Pandemic Emergency Unemployment Compensation 
(PEUC) program (provides an additional 13 weeks of benefit 
to those who have exhausted their regular unemployment 
benefits) was recently implemented.

Join us in giving ITSD-DOLIR and the SDC teams a round 
of applause!

-  Connect IT

ITSD-DOLIR & STATE DATA CENTER
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Read more OA CARES success stories at: https://oacares.mo.gov/stories/index.html
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